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JENNIE GARTH (Abby Reynolds) – Jennie Garth skyrocketed to stardom with her role as Kelly 
Taylor on Beverly Hills, 90210. The show became a ratings juggernaut, lasting 10 seasons, and 
remains one of the most successful and iconic television series ever produced.  
 
An avid designer, DIY-er, and decorator; Jennie highlighted her experience in The Jennie Garth 
Project, a 10 part, HGTV series that followed her as she personally designed and renovated a 
dated Hollywood Hills home. 
 
Also in 2014, Jennie starred in and Executive Produced the ABC Family comedy series Mystery 
Girls in which she reteamed with her 90210 alum, Tori Spelling.  The show follows two former 
detective TV show starlets as they start an agency to solve real life crimes.  
 
In 2002, Jennie made her comedy debut as the straight-laced sister of Amanda Bynes in the 
WB's What I Like About You. The series concluded in 2006 after a four season run. Jennie has 
also starred in many successful television shows and movies over the years including the 2013 
ABC Family holiday comedy Holidaze, the 2012 Lifetime film The Eleventh Victim (based on the 
best-selling novel by Nancy Grace), the 2012 reality series A Little Bit Country for CMT, the 
2007 season of Dancing with the Stars, (where she made it through to the semi-finals), Girl 
Positive, Accidentally in Love and A Christmas Tail to name a few. 
 
In 2014, Jennie added the title of author to her resume, releasing her first memoir, Deep 
Thoughts From a Hollywood Blonde, published by New American Library (NAL), a division of 
Penguin Group (USA),  
 
Jennie has long been an advocate for heart health, having been the national spokesperson for 
the American Heart Association's ‘Go Red for Women’ and more recently her work in support 
of The Heart Foundation. The Heart Foundation's mission is to save lives by educating the 
public about heart disease, promoting early detection, and supporting the research of world-
renowned cardiologist Dr. P.K. Shah. 
 
Additionally, Jennie is a supporter of Feeding America, Kids Vision for Life, Stand Up To Cancer, 
and Water4. 
 
Jennie recently partnered with Emmy award-winning producer Bryan Scott to launch Not So 
Dumb Blonde, a media company producing scripted and unscripted programming. Jennie and 
her husband, Dave Abrams, currently reside in Los Angeles along with Jennie’s daughters, Luca 
Bella, Lola Ray, and Fiona Eve.  
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DAN PAYNE (John Reynolds) – Dan Payne is one busy actor.  In 2015 he starred in the 
features “Stanger in The House,” “Lover’s Leap” and “Cradle of Lies,” and began filming his 
recurring role on Hallmark Channel’s popular series “The Good Witch.”  This year, upon the 
completion of Dan’s season of TGW, Dan was proud to stay in the Hallmark family and work 
alongside Nicolette Sheridan in “All Yours,” which premiered April 2016.      
 
Dan was born in Victoria, BC, Canada and subsequently lived a nomadic lifestyle as his family 
moved a great deal.  At 6’4 and 225 pounds Payne was a natural to become an athlete but he 
also had a thirst for higher education. Upon graduating from high school, he had earned several 
university scholarships and chose the University of Calgary for his post-secondary education. 
There he played volleyball for the U of C Dinosaurs, traveling throughout Canada. His successful 
professional volleyball career ended in Holland and Dan includes having had the privilege of 
coaching volleyball camps for special needs as a highlight. 
 
A subsequent move to Australia for four years to join his brother Josh led to a stint as a 
professional photographer and a renewed love of the arts. He started in stand-up comedy, 
performing in shows that were co-written and co-directed by him and his brother. Moving to 
London, England, Dan continued to study acting and to perform on stage, eventually returning 
to Canada once he had honed his craft and his confidence.   
 
Dan has become a familiar face on television, most notably for his series lead role on the CTV 
sitcom “Alice I Think.” He has also guest starred on such successful series as “Supernatural,” 
“Once Upon A Time in Wonderland,” “Fairly Legal,” “Tower Prep,” “Human Target,” “Battlestar 
Galactica,” “Sanctuary,” “Dead Like Me,” “Whistler,” “The L Word,” “Saved,” “Stargate SG1,” 
“Stargate: Atlantis,” “Smallville,” and “The Chris Isaac Show.”  Dan also starred in the title role 
for two seasons on the web series “Divine.”  
 
His feature credits include, leading roles in Lifetime’s “The Secret Lives of Second Wives” and 
Hallmark Channel’s “A Christmas Miracle.”  He was thrilled to play alongside film legend Faye 
Dunaway in Hallmark Channel’s “A Family Thanksgiving.”  Dan’s big screen credits include 
starring as the villain in the comedy feature “No Clue,” “John Tucker Must Die,” directed by 
Betty Thomas, the Warner Brothers feature “Watchmen,” directed by Zach Schneider, the indie 
film “Mulligans” plus two Muppet movies:  “A Very Muppet Christmas” and “The Muppets Wizard 
of Oz.”  
 
Dan continues his efforts to constantly expand on his experiences in both comedy and drama, 
which only strengthens his lifelong passion for acting.   His career has enjoyed growing success, 
and the future looks promising for Dan with his leading-man good looks and sense of humor.   
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CORBIN BERNSEN (“Pops”) – Corbin Bernsen comes from an entertainment family.  
His mother Jeanne Cooper was on the long-running soap opera “The Young and the 
Restless” for 40 years.  A graduate of UCLA where he earned his bachelor’s degree in 
theater and a Masterss degree in playwriting, he most recently starred as Henry 
Spencer on USA’s hit original series “Psych.” 
 
Bernsen first catapulted to stardom during the 1980s when he starred in the hit NBC TV 
series, “L.A. Law.”  He was nominated for both Emmy and Golden Globe awards for his 
performance as Arnie Becker on the show that virtually created the ensemble drama as 
we know it today.  Along the way he hosted “Saturday Night Live” and had notable 
guest appearances on popular series such as “Seinfeld” and “Star Trek.” 
 
In the feature film arena, he starred in the comedy “Hello Again” followed by other 
critically acclaimed roles in “Disorganized Crime,” Wolfgang Peterson’s “Shattered,” 
“The Great White Hype” and as the Cleveland Indians’ third baseman-turned-owner 
Roger Dorn in the extremely popular “Major League” film franchise.  Other film credits 
include “Lay the Favorite” with Bruce Willis and “The Big Year” with Steve Martin, Jack 
Black and Owen Wilson.  He also appeared with Robert Downey Jr. and Val Kilmer in 
“Kiss Kiss Bang Bang.”  In recent years Bernsen moved to the other side of the camera 
and directed the films “Carpool Guy,” Dead Air” and “Rust,” which was distributed by 
Sony Pictures Entertainment.  It was with the latter film that Bernsen shifted his focus 
to family friendly movies and formed Home Theater Films.  “25 Hill,” which he also 
wrote and directed, ws the first title from his company and was distributed by EchoLight 
Studios in July 2012.  This was followed by “3 Day Test,” also released in 2012, and 
“Beyond the Heavens” the next year, also released by EchoLight Studios.  His most 
recent film, “Christian Mingle the Movie,” starring Lacey Chabert was released in 
October 2014 by Capital. 
 
Bernsen lives in Los Angeles with his wife of 24 years, actress Amanda Pays, and their 
four sons. 
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